showerscreens, mirrors & splashbacks

create space.
“We want to make sure your Packers experience is as enjoyable as possible. Our family reputation has depended on it since 1967. From your first enquiry through to our after-sales care, we believe that everything should be as smooth running and stress free as possible. We are passionate about doing things right and we’re sure you are too.”

“Your shower should be a private sanctuary, a source of relaxation and indulgence. A place where the coming day is contemplated or the present is washed away. Allow Packers to create solutions for your needs and bring your dream space to reality.
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identifying your screen

P Single Door

2PI Two panels inline, one door, one an infill

3PI Three panels inline, one a door, two infills

3P2S Three panels, one door, one infill, one square return

4P2S Four panels, one door, two infills, one square return

3P2A Three panels, one door, two angled returns, optional stabilising shelf or rod (10mm frameless)

4P2A Four panels, one door, one infill, two angled returns (10mm frameless)

5P2A Five panels, one door, two infills, two angled returns

5P2S Five panels, one door, two infills, two squared returns, optional stabilising shelf return
**SL 3P1** Three panels, two sliding, one fixed

**SL 2P1** Two panels, one sliding, one fixed

**SL 3P2S** Three panels, one sliding return, one fixed, one square

**SL 4P2S** Four panels, two sliding, one fixed, one square return

**SL 5P3S** Five panels, two sliding, one fixed, two square returns

**PO** Panel only

**POR** Panel only with rod

**BATH HOB**

**BATH HOB AND INFILL**

**PANEL ONLY ON HOB**

**ALL TO END ON HOB**
The Milan is the perfect shower enclosure for those who are after the aesthetics of a semi frameless look but are restricted by budget. Perfect for the DIY minded buyer the Milan provides Packers quality in a flexible, off-the-shelf design. The Milan’s features have set the bench mark for prefabricated shower enclosures in today’s market. It allows for rapid installation and provides a great all round alternative at fantastic value.

**FEATURES**

- Magnetic seal enclosure
- Adjustable widths
- Semi frameless toughened glass door
- Slimline sill design for easy cleaning
- Ease of installation
- Screens are 1850 high and are available up to 1580 wide.
- Available in a chrome finish.
INTEGRATED FIXED PANEL
Fixed panels are glazed directly into the outer frame, dramatically reducing the chance of residue accumulation.

SILL OPTION
The low profile design is foot friendly, unobtrusive and reduces external splashing for a cleaner, drier and safer bathroom.

LOW MAINTENANCE
Smooth contoured profiles minimize soap and residue accumulation and the need for cleaning.

PIVOT SYSTEM
The lowering effect of the stainless steel pin automatically reduces the sill gap on door closure, which further assists with elimination of external splashing and improved water resistance.

SILL-LESS OPTION
Perfect for handicap access can be assembled without the bottom sill section (suitable tile fall is required in these applications).
Indulge your imagination and create a stunning bathroom with our semi-frameless Profile screen. The fully frameless door combined with its smooth outer perimeter frame creates an affordable option for those seeking a more frameless appearance.

Made to your specifications and with true design flexibility, the Profile deserves a place in every bathroom.
FRAMELESS DOOR
Made from 6mm toughened glass the frameless door of the Profile belongs in every bathroom. The combination of sleek pivots and the option of 180° door swing enables inward as well as outward door opening if required, providing maximum use of any bathroom area.

WATER RESISTANCE
Using a stainless steel pivot pin, the Profile features a “positive close” low friction design mechanism, providing the benefit of whisper-quiet and trouble free operation. The lowering effect of the design automatically reduces the gap between door and sill on closure, dramatically improving water resistance.

PIVOT MECHANISM
The Profile can be specifically made to include magnetic or non-magnetic seal closers, minimizing water leakage. This feature combined with the sleek bottom frame means your bathroom remains drier and safer at all times.

LOW MAINTENANCE
Smooth contoured profiles minimize soap and residue accumulation, reducing the need for regular cleaning.

As with any semi frameless or frameless enclosure, it's important shower head location and floor levels are considered in an effort to minimise water leakage.
Modern, sleek, pure luxury. These are just a few of the ways you can describe the Madison. The timeless elegance of a fully frameless Madison shower screen will not only enhance the value of any bathroom it will create an environment where you can feel totally pampered. Allow yourself to feel like you’re in a resort every day, you deserve it.

**FEATURES**

- Fully frameless 10mm toughened safety glass
- Can be customised to any size and configuration
- Available in standard or super clear “low iron” glass
- Clear, frosted, tinted and decorative glass options also available
- Easy to maintain with no aluminium sections.
- Available with chrome, satin chrome or brass hardware.
- Large range of hardware designs available
- Concealed wall fix available for a clean, modern appearance

As with any semi frameless or frameless enclosure, it’s important shower head location and floor levels are considered in an effort to minimise water leakage.
Mirrors not only add space and light to a room, they add interest and can bring it to life.

Available in almost any configuration, mirrors are available in 4mm or 6mm with options of a sleek simple polished edged or with single or double bevelled edge profiles. The decision about mirrors is an easy one, it now comes down to how far you want to go to create the perfect space.
The appeal of painted glass lies not only in its timeless appearance but in its ease of maintenance.

For over a decade now Packers glass splashbacks have stood the test of time in thousands of new homes, renovations as well as countless commercial applications. Choose from our standard colour range or supply us a sample of your special colour, the options are endless. Our splashbacks are all made using 6mm toughened glass and all colours are available to be painted on either our “true clear” low iron glass or the more economical “standard” (green tinge) option.

SUITABLE APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Wall Claddings
- Kitchen Splashbacks
- Worktops
- Shower Screens and bathroom walls
also from Packers

↑ Wardrobes

↑ Home Storage

↑ Doors

↑ Aluminium Windows

↑ Aluminium Doors

see more at packers.com.au
Wardrobes
Doors
Showerscreens
Aluminium Windows and Doors
Splashbacks and Mirrors

Head Office and Administration
NORTH PLYMPTON
102-106 Mooringe Ave
T 08 8300 9851
F 08 8295 4012
OPEN 6 DAYS 8.30am-5pm Mon-Fri,
9am-1pm Sat, closed Sunday

Installation, Service, Administration
& Production enquiries: 08 8300 9851
sales@packers.com.au
packers.com.au

Selection Galleries
WESTERN
North Plympton
102-106 Mooringe Ave
T 08 8300 9851
Full product range

LeCornu Furniture
Anzac Hwy, Keswick
T 08 8292 3333
Open weekdays 9-9pm,
Sat/Sun 10-5pm
Free standing wardrobe range only

EASTERN

Norwood
144 Magill Road
T 08 7226 6313
Wardrobes Showerscreens and Windows

REGIONAL
Murray Bridge
119 Adelaide Road
(Within Carpet Court Store)
T 08 8532 3155
Wardrobes only

Please call for individual opening times.